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Is CrossFit dangerous?
If you’re currently a member at our gym, hopefully you have
decided for yourself from personal experience and educational
settings that CrossFit is not dangerous. Even if you know it to
be true, sometimes we don’t have the words to explain why it’s
safe or how to educate our friends and family on what CrossFit
is. I want to share some facts with you this week that may help
you better understand why CrossFit is safe and how to share
that effectively!
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Some facts/statements from a recent CrossFit Health Conference I
participated in that were really impactful for me were as follows:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Injuries that do occur happen more in: the competitive sport of
CrossFit and in sporadic uncommitted CrossFitters in the box
(not learning or practicing CF principles)
Injury incurred from running - 12.1/1000 training hours
Injury rate in CrossFit: 0.27-3.4/1000 training hours
“People who don’t CrossFit is actually what keeps me in
business as a musculoskeletal provider”- Amy West, MD
“CrossFit is not actually dangerous. In fact CrossFit likely
prevents more injuries than it causes”- Amy West, MD

Let’s unpack some of those. Most of us have seen the articles and
posts on social media that portray CrossFitters as reckless, imagefocused (poor form/ugly PR) obsessed people who are actively
pursuing injury short-term as well as creating long-term issues.
Simply put, this is a short-sighted, false, and uneducated portrayal of
what is practiced in the majority of our day-to-day WOD’s in CF boxes
and certainly consider, especially ours. The truth is that the small
percentage of athletes that are pursuing CrossFit as a professional
sport and their career are incurring more injury than the normal
CrossFitter pursing a lifestyle of CrossFit. Secondarily, concerning
injury, it is in fact those who are not safely, appropriately, and
consistently doing CrossFit that are next on the list for being prone to
injury. Last place for incurring injury is the person practicing CrossFit
holistically. WOW! Everyone take a sigh of relief, and keep reading 😅 .
When you compare the injuries that happen during CrossFit versus
those in running, running injuries far outweigh those happening
while doing CrossFit. This continues to narrow as you add the
parameters of CF in the box and again during CF classes with a
coach. Dr. Amy is bold enough to even pose that it’s the choice to
participate in CF that reduces injury across time. That is not to say
that it eliminates the risk for injury because that will exist whether
you’re walking on the sidewalk for exercise or lifting a barbell over
your head. The risk for injury will always exist, but that risk’s
existence does not make CrossFit dangerous as the naysayers claim.
Your musculoskeletal system while practicing these functional
movements over time prepares you to take on the dangers and
challenges of life, setting you up to be able to do the things you want
to do outside of the gym like: play sports with your children and
grandchildren, go rock climbing, swim in the lake, or just simply stay
out of the hospital.
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If you’d like to read more for yourself, there are some good research articles out
there that speak to the benefits of practicing CrossFit and CrossFit-esque workouts
that the medical field has termed: HIIT and Extreme Conditioning programming
that would be beneficial for additional learning. Bottom line for our message here:
CrossFit is NOT dangerous. Mostly, just people are. Does that time you tweaked your
back trying to reach too far into the back seat while you’re driving maybe prove
that? CrossFit is one way to pursue not being a danger to yourself 😊 . Kidding…but
really, let’s talk below about what it looks like to safely pursue health through CF.
What does it look like to practice CrossFit holistically? What are the principle of
CrossFit that Dr. Amy was referencing above?
◦

Pursue the 5 Factors of health we talk about here at
MCF all the time!

◦

Find how this World Class Health in 100 words, from
Ben Bergeron’s podcast called Chasing Excellence,
specifically applies to your personal life and pursue it
consistently, not just when it’s convenient or easy.

“

Five Factors of
Health:
EAT
SLEEP
TRAIN
THINK
CONNECT

Create an environment in which it's easy to eat well, move often, sleep
lots, think deeply, & create real connections. Be intentional; don't just
hope it happens. Chase what sets your heart on re. Seek out
challenges, feedback, and opportunities to serve
something bigger than yourself. Respect your
breath. Control your attention. Spend time outside.
Recognize that health is the result of choices &
luck. Focus on what you can control. Avoid
de ning it by a single number. Avoid fads & gurus.
Avoid complaining & people who do. Optimize
everything for consistency & sustainability. Treat
yourself like someone who matters.” (CITATION)

◦

World-Class Fitness in 100 words, from
The CrossFit Training Guide also gives us
a succinct way to apply the CrossFit
principles to life. You can read more in
detail about CrossFit’s methodology,
principles and the science behind why
CrossFit recommends this as a way of
life. Their Training Guide is accessible to
the public here. Otherwise, read the
summary here to get the gist and begin
applying things that feel doable!
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I hope you feel relieved and inspired by this month’s journal. One of the ways
you can directly apply what you’re learning here is to join us in the monthly
challenge!! This month’s challenge is 20 miles in May. That hits so many of the
factors of health and fitness we’ve talked about above! Get outside! Move in
addition to your hour at the gym! Take that time to decompress from the day,
remind yourself of truth, and correct the story you tell yourself where you’ve let
lies or negativity in OR take a friend and a smoothie out for a nice long fun chit
chat kind of walk!!
Thanks for reading. We’ve made it to sunny and 75, friends😎 . I hope you have
an amazing month of May!

CONTENT
Check out our suggested podcast content for this month!

The MCF Journal!
As we’ve said many times before, we are more than a gym. What you do
during your hour in the gym is intended to drastically impact and
improve the 23 hours outside of the gym. This journal contains resources
to help you accomplish growth and progress in every area of life. The
journal will be updated weekly with content. Check it out, ask questions,
and share your thoughts with us.
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